
Machine Problem 3 (Option 1): Mobile Video Chat

CS414 Spring 2011: Multimedia Systems
Instructor: Klara Nahrstedt

Posted: Apr 4, 2011
Due: 11:59pm Apr 29, 2011

Introduction

You may have heard that Apple Facetime was firstly introduced by iPhone 4 as an app for mobile
video conferencing. But do you know that Apple now has expanded Facetime to many other
products so that now you can now use your iPhone 4 to video chat with the Mac users. With all
the components prepared in previous MPs, you are now ready to build something like FaceTime!

In this final MP, you will port the video conferencing components to the Android platform
and implement an Android-to-Linux video chat system. You are required to work on both Linux
and Android platforms for this machine problem. For the Android development, you need to set
up your own machine and lease an Android smartphone (with Android 2.2 installed) to test your
Android app. For the Linux development, You can use the Linux workstations in the EWS lab
room SC216 and SC220. You still need the Logitech Webcam you have borrowed and use your own
microphone/headphone for the audio recording/playback.

There will be a competition for this MP on the due date. A judge from Google will be invited
to evaluate your MP projects together with the instructor and TA. The evaluation will be based
on your program features, design, robustness, and overall user experience. The winning team will
get a secret award.

Problem Description:

Implement a Linux program named as desktop and an Android app named as mobile. When both
programs are running, desktop is able to stream the captured video/audio data to mobile and play
the audio stream from mobile, while mobile is able to stream the captured audio data to desktop
and play the audio/video data from desktop. Here are the detailed feature requirements:

Required Features (80 points)

1. Configuration (10 points): mobile should provide the user interface to configure important
parameters, such as the IP address and port number of desktop.

2. Desktop Video (10 points): desktop can capture the video from the USB webcam and stream
the video frames to mobile. mobile should display the received video frames on the mobile
screen. The recommended video resolution is 320 × 240 and the frame rate should be no less
than 5 frames per second. mobile should keep updating the fps on the mobile screen during
the video playback.
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3. Desktop Audio (10 points): desktop can capture the audio from the microphone and stream
the audio data to mobile. mobile should play the received audio data to the smartphone
speaker.

4. Mobile Audio (10 points): mobile can capture the audio from the smartphone microphone
and stream the audio data to desktop. desktop should play the received audio data to
speaker/headphone.

5. A/V Sync (10 points): mobile should synchronize the playback of video and audio streams
all the time.

6. Bandwidth (10 points): desktop should calculate the incoming and outgoing network band-
width and print the stats every second.

7. Latency (10 points): Calculate the desktop-to-mobile latency and the mobile-to-desktop la-
tency. desktop should print both latencies periodically. Design the system to minimize the
latency to the acceptable level for normal communication.

8. Robustness (10 points): your programs are expected to run without crash for up to one hour.

Optional Features (70 points)

9. GUI (5 points): design any graphic user interface for desktop.

10. Name Server(5 points): set up a name server for the video conferencing peers to register and
query IP addresses based on user names.

11. Remote Control (10 points): mobile can remotely pan/tilt the webcam controlled by desktop
by moving fingers on the mobile screen.

12. Mobile Video (10 points): mobile can capture the video from smartphone webcam (rear) and
stream the video frames to desktop. mobile should display a small self-view window to play
the currently recorded video. desktop should display the received video frames in a video
window. The recommended video resolution is 320 × 240 and the frame rate should be no
less than 5 frames per second. The playback of video and audio data on desktop should be
synchronized.

13. Mobile-to-Mobile (15 points): two mobile apps on two different smartphones can communicate
with each other just like the communication between mobile and desktop. You get at most
10 points if you only implement audio communication between two mobile phones. You
need to also implement the feature mobile video and get both audio/video streams running
synchronously to get full points.

14. Multi-Party (15 points): support three-party communication. There are two scenario to test
in this feature: mobile-desktop-desktop, and mobile-mobile-desktop. You need to support
both scenarios to get full points. You get no more than 10 points if you support only one
scenario. There are also special requirements for both desktop and mobile in the scenario
of multi-party communication. Both desktop and mobile should mix the two received audio
streams and play together. If receiving two video streams, desktop can just open two video
windows, but mobile, should play only one video stream on the mobile screen at one time and
provide user interface to switch to the other video stream.
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15. Your Feature (10 points): design a feature of mobile by yourself and get 10 extra points. The
feature must be on the mobile and related to the video conferencing. Whether your feature
deserves 10 points will be determined based on its novelty and workload. For example, you
can do file sharing or short message during video conferencing.

Examples

Here is an example of what you are expected to implement and some explanations about the
features.

For the required features, you can assume that desktop will always start before mobile. It takes
one parameter to specify the port number which desktop will listen to.

desktop PORT

The video window is shown immediately after desktop starts although there is no mobile online.
mobile is an Android App and must have GUI interface. The initial windows can be similar

to this: where IP Addr is the IP address of the machine where desktop is running and the Port is

the port number which desktop is listening to. You are free to choose either TCP or UDP as the
transport protocol.

After both desktop and mobile are connected, desktop starts to play the audio stream received
from mobile. Meanwhile, it should keep printing the information of incoming bandwidth, outgoing
bandwidth, desktop-to-mobile latency, and the mobile-to-desktop latency:

[1s] Outgoing Bandwidth: *** bps
[1s] Incoming Bandwidth: *** bps
[1s] D-to-M Latency: *** ms
[1s] M-to-D Latency: *** ms
[2s] Outgoing Bandwidth: *** bps
[2s] Incoming Bandwidth: *** bps
......

You can print the latency every 30 seconds. mobile should switch to the video conferencing interface,
similar to this: The video window should play the video stream from desktop while the speaker
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should play the audio stream from desktop. The video frame rate should be updated dynamically.
You can quit the program any time by pressing the button “Quit”.

For the optional features, feature 10 has the same requirements as the same feature in MP2.
You need to write a third program name server, which should start before desktop and mobile.
You are recommended to use configuration files for desktop to take inputs. mobile needs to add
more text fields in the configuration phase. For feature 11, your mobile can remotely pan/tilt the
webcam of desktop by moving fingers on the mobile screen. For feature 12, the user interface on
mobile will look like this: A small self-view video windows plays the local video (rear webcam) at

the same time when the big video window plays the remote video. For feature 13, the same mobile
needs to run on two phones. For feature 14, you are free to start three video conferencing peers
in any order. Keep in mind that when you are receiving more than one audio streams from your
peers, you are expected to mix all audio streams and play them together.
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Submission and Evaluation

The submission and evaluation of this final MP is different from previous two MPs. All teams are
expected to present your project face-to-face to the instructor and TA on the afternoon of Apr 29.
Moreover, you also have a chance to compete with other groups to win a competition sponsored
by Google. The competition will have two rounds. The preliminary selection is on Apr. 27. The
instructor and TA will examine your project progress and select no more than six groups as the
finalist. The finalist group is required to prepare a five minute presentation (with PowerPoints)
to present and demo your project to our external judge on Apr 29. The winning teams will be
rewarded. More details about the competition, including the time schedule, presentation checklist,
evaluation criteria, and competition rules will be released one week before the due date.

All groups are required to pack your source code and documentation files in one zip file and
submit through Compass by midnight Apr 29th. You lose up to 20% points if you don’t submit
your code or don’t write documentations.
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